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An African Love Song. 5
'Mighty lak'a rose. 4
To Anne. 4
At Rest. 4
'The Woodpecker. 4

The John Church Company.

High Voice, Low Voice.
At Rest.

Text by FRANK L. STANTON.

Music by ETHELBERT NEVIN.

Largo.

\[ \text{Sow-in' time en reap-in'...} \]

\[ \text{quasi pizz.} \]

\[ \text{Doin' er de best'; Dar'll be time fer sleep-in' Wen de} \]

\[ \text{bells ring home ter res'! See de shad-ers creep-in'} \]
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Oh, ver' from de west; Time'll come fer sleep-in' Wen de
bells ring home ter res'. Troubles come contrary,
Yit, de Law'll bless, Wen you feel-in' wea-ry, De bells'll bring you res'.

1 2 3
Compositions by Ethelbert Nevin.

**Vocal.**

A Necker of Love. (Low Voice)

No roses of red for my lady. No roses of thistle to charm her.

Sleeping and Dreaming. (Medium Voice)

'Tis not the charm of the hours gently lending That leads me to stay.

The Nightingale's Song. (Mixed and Low Voice)

English & German words.

Ein Heldentod. (Medium Voice)

English & German words.

As African Love Song. (Medium Voice)

My heart's delight is in this wine, My lips to thy lips, new wine.

To a Rose. (Medium Voice)

When the rose is in its prime, it is all to me.

Mon Dieu! (High and Low Voice)

French & English words.

La Lune Blanche. (Medium Voice)

French & English words.

Ein Liedchen. (Medium Voice)

French & German words.

Mighty Ink a Row. (High and Low Voice)

Must be ever brave, and ever strong, And never let a tear drop.

At Rest. (Medium Voice)

English & German words.

Instrumental.

A Fantasia: Beethoven.

In Dreamland.

At Home. (Jew Night in Washington)

March of the Pilgrims.

Napoli.

Books.

Three in Venice. A Day in Venice. For the Piano.


Memorial Day, or Where the boys are at rest. Nevin.